Biography
Self-defined as a "space cadet on steroids" and life-long science
fiction fan who penned her first stories in 6th grade, Marcha Fox
is paying forward the inspiration she obtained from that genre-inspiration that led a mother of six in her mid-30s to return to
school to obtain a Bachelor's Degree in physics, then pursue a
20+ year career at NASA’s Johnson Space Center in Houston,
Texas.
Specializing in classic hard science fiction, her epic Star Trails
Tetralogy series and its spinoffs have been acclaimed for their
palatable and accurate science content. As an amateur
astronomer, she's a member of the Austin Astronomical Society
where she serves as librarian and is certified as a telescope
wrangler at a local observatory.
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Forever fascinated by the heavens, when her attempt to debunk
astrology backfired, she pursued knowledge in that field as well.
She graduated from the International Academy of Astrology's
professional
development
program
and
created
ValkyrieAstrology.com, much of its content included in
"Whobeda's Guide to Basic Astrology."
Born in Peekskill, New York, she has lived in California, Utah, and
Texas in the course of raising her family. Now retired, she
pampers two Bengal cats and a sassy tuxedo while trying to keep
up with her home, yard, friends, and family.
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Background Summary
 Physics Degree (B.S. Utah State 1987)
 20+ years NASA experience
 Amateur astronomer
 Professional Astrologer (Dipl. IAA)
Works (8) (Available in print & electronic format)
 Star Trails Tetralogy (1900+ pages)
Beyond the Hidden Sky
A Dark of Endless Days
A Psilent Place Below
Refractions of Frozen Time
The Terra Debacle: Prisoners at Area 51
The Star Trails Compendium
The Sapphiran Agenda
 Whobeda's Guide to Basic Astrology










Website: http://www.StarTrailsSaga.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/startrailsIV
Blog: http://marcha2014.wordpress.com/
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/pub/marchafox/86/440/326/
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/MarchaFox/e/B0074RV16O/
Goodreads:
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/648195
3.Marcha_A_Fox
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/marchafoxauthor
Bublish:
https://www.bublish.com/author/view/3111
Google+: google.com/+MarchaFoxAuthor
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZsgOqTmt
MFutwU3lt4RByQ
Pinterest:

http://www.pinterest.com/kallioperisingp/

www.StarTrailsSaga.com

Promotion & Marketing
Local Author Appearances
Marcha Fox is available to speak on a variety of
topics to students, book clubs, writing groups,
summer reading programs, and community
functions in the Central Texas and Highland Lakes
area.
Sample Topics
 The Physics of World Building
 Why Writing Star Trails required a Physics
Degree
 Teleportation: Fiction or Fact?
 Physical Effects of Microgravity
 What REALLY Caused the NASA Accidents?
 Can Quantum Physics Explain Psychic
Phenomena?
 Story Settings Inspired by Texas Caverns
 Do Plants Think?
 Early Astronomical Instruments (Astrolabe)
 Is Lightspeed Travel Possible?
 Custom topic tailored for your organization

Social Media
Ongoing promotion on all social media.
Tweets, Status Posts, Blogs distributed to:
>2000 Facebook Fans
>18,600 Twitter Followers
>20,000 Blog Followers
>1200 Goodreads Friends
"Book Bubbles" on Bublish

STEM & Summer Reading Programs
The Star Trails Tetralogy is a fast-paced family saga in
the space opera genre but unlike similar books, the
series is designed to go beyond entertainment.
The author's physics degree and NASA experience are
reflected in the scientific accuracy and feasibility of the
principles presented in the stories. The concept of
research and development as well as the relevance of
knowledge in technical fields is inherent to the plots of
all books in the series. These can be exploited such that
students not only learn scientific principles in an
enjoyable manner, but become involved in the fun and
excitement inherent to learning and research.
The Star Trails Compendium, which contains a guide for
discussion topics and project ideas tied to situations
depicted in the series aids this effort. Divided into
sections for each book's specific chapters, it covers a
broad spectrum of subjects including physics,
engineering, chemistry, and geology as well as family
dynamics, politics, and social issues.
This volume is available in print and ebook format and
also accessible in its entirety on the series website
StarTrailsSaga.com. Ebook versions are available for
FREE DOWNLOAD at most online retail outlets except
Amazon, who sells it for $0.99.
Participating organizations can request incentives such
as calculators or mini-flashlights (limit 5).

Other Promotions




Print & ebook Giveaways
Amazon, Goodreads, Newsletter Contests
Ebook Lister Website

Swag
Available on request:
Bookmarks
Rack Cards
Posters
www.StarTrailsSaga.com

